TO SEE IN THE CIRCUIT

ACCESS

Church Saint Gilles - Saint Loup
The church of Saint Gilles is representative of the Norman
medieval architecture ; the church, the cemetery are moreover
registered in the additional inventory of sites since 22th of
November 1932.
The church of Champignolles consist of two beams rectangular uneven in width and height. The construction of blocking
on « silex » and « grison » goes back up in XIII century. At the
beginning of XVI century, we added to the oriental extremity
of the nave, in the south a chapel square on « silex ». This
pine nut is crowned with a circular jewel and an « antefixe »
cross decorated with festoon Gothic.

RN 12 until Verneuil Sur Avre, then direction L’Aigle, then direction Rugles, then
direction La Vieille Lyre

Course of
Champignolles
«Between Risle and Vallons»

D140 (Bernay) - D833 (La Barre en Ouche) - D56 (La Vielle Lyre),
then direction La Ferrieres Sur Risle

RESTAURATION
Pizzeria Dolce Vita in Rugles
Coffee of the station in Bois-Arnault

The coachman squared is skeleton, recovers of « essentes » is
the octogonal arrow. The hall is constituted in decorated with
moulding sand pits dates of XVI century.

« Aux délices du Voyageur » (the delights of the traveller) in Vieille Lyre

The Forest

Restaurant of « Risle » in Ambenay

Restaurant of « la Halle » in Rugles

To go to you to borrow a road of 3 kilometres of forest situated
on the community of Fidelaire.
They are different way to cross roads in forest. It si for each
the opportunity to discover the landscape, to examine a tree
or to observe animals in their natural environment or simply
to stroll the nose in the wind.
But it’s always the opportunity to be amazed, to learn and to
meet the others walkers or de professionals of forest : administrator, lumberjack,….and hunter.
The nature is fragile, it is imperative to respect it.
The species which we can find in this forest are : fir trees,
briches and oaks….
The Risle
The Risle is a river in running waters of 145 kilometres,
which sets naiss in Planche (61) and throws it self into the
estuary of Seine in Berville -sur-mer (27). It penetrates in
« Eure » in front of Saint Martin d’Ecublai (61) and cross bar
Rugles to go back up towards the north.
In Champignolles, it describe wide meanders and seems to
take all its time. The numerous migratory birds come to rest
on its banks before taking back their flight towards countries
more distant. Its wide green valley, its apple trees in flower in
spring, its houses with timber framing and silex complete the
dream decorations of this attractive Norman village.

ATTENTION : Restez prudents pendant les périodes
de chasse et courtois avec les chasseurs

CHARTER OF THE WALKER
- Stay in the marked out roads.
- Keep your dog in leach.
- Respect culture and animals, close behind you barriers and fence, and respect limits of property.
- Observe the fauna and the flora without getting them.
- Be silent and discreet, do not frighten animals.
- Be courteous with walkers and the other lover of nature.
- Do not play the Tom Thumbs (collect your waste)
- The forest also burns in Normandy : the fire is forbidden, attention on
matches!
- Respect equipments of welcome and road marking.
- In period of hunting, avoid paths in forest.

INFORMATION
Communauté de Communes de Rugles
32 rue Notre Dame
27250 Rugles
Tél. : 02.32.24.63.55
www.comcomderugles.fr
Comité Départemental du Tourisme
3, rue du Commandant Letellier
BP 367
F 27003 Evreux CEDEX
Tél. : 02.32.62.04.27
www.eure-tourisme.fr
Une brochure concernant les Hébergeurs du Canton est à votre disposition

The village of
Champignolles,
One of the
smallest municipality
in france

